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The aim of this work is to improve the accuracy and efficiency of unsteady aerodynamic
loads prediction of landing gears in flight conditions, as part of the UK ATI ALGAAP (Ad-
vanced Landing Gear Aero-loads and Aero-noise Prediction) project. Delayed Detached-
Eddy Simulations (DDES) with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model are performed to
obtain the desired prediction improvement, both with the fully-turbulent inflow and with
laminar inflow and fixed transition. The reference geometries for the current simulations
are generic scaled landing-gear wheels in single and tandem configurations, which have
been experimentally tested within the project. An experimental database, consisting of
mean and unsteady aerodynamic loads, on-surface pressures and velocity fields from par-
ticle image velocimetry, is used for CFD validation. The results show the importance of
modelling the transition in order to reproduce the experimental data in the transitional
regime and to correctly capture the physical flow features. The proposed high-efficiency
DDES simulations improve the accuracy of the results with respect to the standard DDES
model both on single and tandem wheels. The discrepancy between simulations and ex-
periments on the total mean drag coefficient of tandem wheels is within 7% at zero angle
of attack and up to 15% at higher angles of attack.
Nomenclature
CD Drag coefficient (x-axis), CD = Fx/(ρSU
2
∞/2)
CD Mean drag coefficient
CD,RMS RMS of the drag coefficient
CL Lift coefficient (y-axis), CD = Fy/(ρSU
2
∞/2)
CL Mean lift coefficient
CL,RMS RMS of the lift coefficient
Cp Pressure coefficient Cp = (p− p∞)/(ρU2∞/2)
Cp Mean pressure coefficient
Cp,RMS Pressure coefficient RMS
Dw Wheel diameter, m
Lw Inter-axis distance, m
p Pressure, Pa
p∞ Free-stream static pressure, Pa
R Wheel-shoulder radius, m
ReD Reynolds number based on wheel diameter ReD = U∞Dw/ν
S Wheel frontal projected area S = 0.012 85 m2
U Velocity, m/s
U Mean velocity, m/s
U∞ Free-stream velocity, m/s
x, y, z Global coordinate system, m
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y+ Dimensionless wall distance
Subscripts
f Relative to front wheel
r Relative to rear wheel
t Relative to both wheels
Symbols
α Angle of attack, deg
θ Wheel azimuthal angle, deg
ν Kinematic viscosity of air, m2/s
ν˜ Spalart-Allmaras eddy viscosity, m2/s
ρ Density of air, kg/m3
I. Introduction
Landing gears have a significant contribution to the aircraft total drag during the approach phase andthey are considered one of the main sources of noise on modern civil aircraft (Dobrzynski 1). But the flow
past landing gears is complex because it is highly unsteady and massively separated, usually with non-fixed
separation. Furthermore, landing gears comprise bluff bodies of various sizes, and components in the wake
of upstream components interact with the upstream wake.
During the early design stage, aerodynamic loads on landing gears are estimated with tables and charts
that incorporate the main parameters in a generic undercarriage. For instance, one could refer to the data
sheet ESDU 790152 to estimate the aerodynamic loads. The databases are mainly focused on the mean
drag and do not provide estimations of the unsteady forces. The accuracy of aerodynamic load prediction
using the databases is low because the number of geometric parameters considered is limited. In addition,
this method is not particularly useful for calculating the hinge moment for sideways or obliquely retracting
landing gears as the drag force is not the primary force responsible for the retraction moment.
To predict the flow past complex bluff bodies, the Navier-Stokes equations can be solved with a suitable
turbulence model. Two widely used methods for engineering applications are unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS) and Detached-Eddy simulations (DES). An extensive review of prediction method-
ologies by means of DES was given by Spalart 3 . One of the first examples of full-landing-gear simulations is
given by Hedges et al. 4 with a Spalart-Allmaras DES model5. Another approach is the Lattice-Boltzmann
method (LBM) with a particles collision model, e.g., Keating et al. 6 performed simulations on a Gulfstream
landing gear with LBM simulations including a RNG k-ε turbulence model7.
The Navier-Stokes approach with DES and the LBM approach are run for the same geometry respectively
by Khorrami and Mineck 8 and Khorrami et al. 9 . The DES was performed with FUN3D on unstructured
grids up to 151 million nodes (mainly tetrahedrons) and semi-structured boundary layer mesh to guarantee
y+ around unity for mesh efficiency8. The LBM is tested on PowerFLOW R© 7, with grids up to 2.6 billion
voxels (17 times larger than the DES mesh) and no boundary layer mesh9. Although a large number of voxels
were used in the LBM case, and the surface mesh was refined, the maximum y+ is still high (around 150)
due to the absence of the boundary layer mesh. A wall-function valid for favourable and adverse pressure
gradient was used to correct the outer-boundary layer variables.
Experimental results can be used to assess the capability of CFD, such as the particle image velocimetry
(PIV) data by Lazos 10 , where the flow velocity was measured in a streamwise plane surrounding the wheels
of a four-wheel undercarriage. The measurement allowed the identification of different flow states at low
frequency. Venkatakrishnan et al. 11 measured the flow around a rudimentary four-wheel landing gear. It
was found that the struts strongly affect the flow field around the two in-line wheels. The mean lift, drag
and side forces were measured. The unsteady aerodynamic loads were not given in these two works. Other
works on aircraft undercarriage aeroacoustics can be found in the literature, such as the works on the Boeing
777 main landing gear (Humphreys and Brooks 12), on the Gulfstream G550 nose landing gear (Zawodny
et al. 13), and on the Airbus LAGOON nose landing gear (Manoha et al. 14).
In contrast to the experiments and simulations described above, where complex assemblies are considered,
studies on elementary geometries, representing parts of a landing gear are performed to provide improved
understanding of the flow features, and the detailed measurement data can be used to validate CFD results.
Khorrami et al. 15 provided experimental data on tandem cylinders. On the same tandem-cylinders geometry,
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Xiao and Luo 16 tested the Improved Delayed Detached simulations (IDDES), the latest version of DES by
Shur et al. 17 . In addition, examples of numerical simulations on the NASA tandem-cylinder benchmark case
can be found in the summary by Lockard 18 .
As part of the UK TSB Advanced Landing Gear Aero-loads and Aero-noise Prediction (ALGAAP)
project, the current work focuses on the development of numerical methodologies that allow better unsteady
aerodynamic predictions with high computational efficiency. This study aims at identifying and predicting
the flow features of simple components. It concentrates on DDES simulations of scaled landing-gear wheels
in single and tandem configuration that were experimentally investigated in previous works within the same
project (Spagnolo et al. 19). The wheels in tandem configuration represent half of a four-wheel bogie without
any interference from struts or doors. This approach is expected to provide better accuracy also when the
study is extended to more complex geometries, such as a full main landing gear.
II. Computational Model Geometry
The simulations performed are based on the generic landing-gear wheel model experimentally tested by
Spagnolo et al. 19 at the University of Southampton. The model of the current work consists of two wheels
in tandem. The wheel is a generic scaled model, as shown in Figure 1. The geometric parameters are defined
as follows: the wheel diameter Dw is 0.181 m, the width W is 0.4Dw and the fillet radius R is 0.1Dw.
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the tandem-wheel con-
figuration, with the main geometric parameters.
The free-stream velocities U∞ tested in the
closed-circuit wind tunnel (cross section 2.1 m ×
1.5 m) were between 10 m/s and 48 m/s corre-
sponding to a Reynolds number ReD range be-
tween 1.2× 105 and 5.8× 105 for the current
model. Measurements were performed in differ-
ent configurations for three inter-axis distances Lw
(1.1Dw, 1.3Dw and 1.5Dw) and two angles of at-
tack α (0 deg and 20 deg).
The wheels are supported by streamlined sup-
ports to minimize possible interference. A picture
of the wind-tunnel assembly can be found in Fig-
ure 2(a). The two supports are tapered zero-sweep
wings with a NACA-0024 cross section. The sup-
port length is 300 mm, the taper ratio (tip/root
chord ratio) is 0.46. The blockage ratio is between
0.5% and 1%, depending on the specific configu-
ration.
The aim of the simulations is to develop accurate and efficient load prediction methods using CFD. The
simulations are performed on the geometry shown in Figure 2(b) that resembles the experimental geometry.
To prove the reliability of the method, the simulation methodologies are tested on both the single wheel
and the tandem wheels (in various configurations of the geometric parameters Lw and α), and validated by
measured data.
In the simulations, the test section is approximated with a rectangular box with the same cross-section
as the wind tunnel and it is extended approximately up to 5Dw upstream and 10Dw downstream of the
rear wheel. The inlet has a fixed velocity U∞ = 40 m/s, normal to the inflow face, and the outlet boundary
has a fixed zero gauge pressure. The wind-tunnel boundary layer is neglected (assuming slip conditions for
the walls) as well as the test-section divergence in the spanwise direction, i.e. assuming the wind-tunnel
walls are normal to the inlet boundary. These two assumptions are reasonable because, if the wind tunnel is
operated in design conditions, the boundary layer and the divergence compensate each other. The effect of
the boundary layer on the model is considered negligible because the closest lateral wall (with slip condition)
is 300 mm from the wheels (approximately 1.7Dw) and the boundary layer thickness is 90 mm. Thus, even
if in the experiment the root part of the support is immersed in the shear flow, the balance acquires only
the aerodynamic forces on the wheel. The effect of the supports is also quantified by running two sets
of simulations with and without supports. The Reynolds number calculated with the wheel diameter is
ReD = 5× 105.
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(a) Wind-tunnel model. (b) CFD geometry.
Figure 2. Tandem-wheels experimental assembly.
III. Computational Setup
A. Governing Equations and Solver
All cases are run in OpenFOAM R© 2.3.0 using the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with Spalart-
Allmaras (S-A) Delayed-Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES)20. The flow is initialised with simpleFoam,
which implements the SIMPLE algorithm21 for steady simulations, and the DDES is performed using pim-
pleFoam, which uses the PIMPLE algorithm, a combination of SIMPLE and PISO algorithms21,22.
Different approaches to turbulence modelling are adopted to reproduce the experimental results. The
production term of the ν˜ equation is deactivated in the regions that are assumed to be laminar in the
experiment, for the three cases in Figure 3. The standard S-A DDES is used in case A with fully-turbulent
inflow, whilst the transition is fixed on the front wheel for the cases B and C at 120 deg azimuthal angle (the
angle is decided from the experimental data in Spagnolo et al. 19). The difference between cases B and C is
the flow on the lateral flat surface of the wheel, which is set to laminar in B and turbulent in C.
Figure 3. Surface visualization of the laminar (gray) and turbulent (red) parts, resepectively for: (A) DDES
standard model; (B) DDES with fixed transition at constant-x plane; and (C) DDES with fixed transition at
constant-x plane and wheel flat side.
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B. Meshes
Since the aim of the project is to develop efficient aerodynamics load prediction methods through simula-
tions, only automatic mesh generation strategies are considered for this work in order to reduce the meshing
time. The final simulation setup includes two different kinds of hybrid meshes: Mesh I, hexa-dominant mesh
generated in ANSYS R© ICEM CFDTM starting from the Octree tetrahedral decomposition; and Mesh II,
hexa-dominant mesh with volume mesh generated in HEXPRESSTM/Hybrid or in OpenFOAM R© snappy-
HexMesh and boundary-layer semi-structured mesh extruded in OpenFOAM R© snappyHexMesh. The reason
for generating Mesh II in two steps is to better control the mesh quality and the smallest cell size (for sta-
bility and performance). In Figure 4, a section corresponding to the plane z = 0 m is given for a sample
grid that was entirely generated in OpenFOAM R© snappyHexMesh. Mesh I is generally a high-quality mesh
that adapts better to complex features, while the generation of Mesh II is more suitable for multiple mesh
generations on similar geometries.
The two grids are generated with similar criteria, employing both refinement zones and semi-structured
boundary-layer mesh. The grids have coarse cells (0.1Dw − 0.2Dw) in the regions far from the bodies and
one or more refinement blocks (with cells about 0.01Dw − 0.04Dw). The surface mesh is 0.005Dw − 0.01Dw
in order to correctly describe the surface of the bodies and capture the surface flow features. All the meshes
include a boundary-layer semi-structured mesh extruded from the wall surface mesh of the bodies of interest,
while the wind-tunnel walls do not have prismatic boundary-layer extrusions. The semi-structured grid on
the bodies surface is extruded with first cell-centre height approximately 10−5m in order to obtain the target
maximum y+ ≈ 1. Mesh I includes a high-quality boundary-layer prismatic mesh with constant y+ (around
unity and rigorously below 5), whilst Mesh II may have a non-uniform y+ value on the wheel surface that
locally activates the wall function in the proximity of complex features. Mesh II may also need further
refinement on the wall surface, which in this case limits the maximum extrusion height of the boundary-
layer prismatic cells. For this reason, a high number of refined isotropic hexahedral cells is often needed in
the proximity of the walls in order to correctly capture the flow boundary layer. If Mesh II is generated on
simple geometries, it usually provides the same quality and similar mesh sizes as Mesh I.
Figure 4. Slice of the computational grid for tandem wheels at z = 0, generated with OpenFOAMR© snappy-
HexMesh.
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C. Computational Procedure
The solution procedure is composed of three parts: mesh generation, steady RANS run to initialize the
flow and DDES. The statistics are considered converged when the average drag coefficients are within 1%
with respect to the value averaged over half of the simulated time. The standard deviations show time-
convergence errors within 10%. The data sampling used for post-processing starts from t = 0.2 s (more than
40 diameter-based convective times) and lasts until convergence, thus some simulations are based on larger
data sets. The minimum sampling time is approximately 0.5 s (corresponding to 5 domain flow-through
times or about 100 diameter convective times). For each meshing strategy, a minimum of two grids with
progressively refined number of cells are tested at least on one representative case in order to confirm the
convergence of the results with the grid size.
The surface pressures are monitored at 60 points on each wheel, corresponding to the points measured in
the experiments. An example of flow visualization on one of the tandem-wheel DDES simulations is given
in Figure 5. As a reference, on a 14-million-cell grid for the tandem wheels, the computational wall-time is
approximately 100 hours on 128 cores for 0.5 s of simulation time.
Figure 5. Isosurface of Q = 5× 105 s−2 colored with velocity magnitude.
IV. Results
A. Forces
1. Mean Forces
In this section, the force coefficients for the single-wheel and tandem-wheel cases are analysed. The exper-
imental mean drag coefficient CD on the single wheel at ReD = 5× 105 is 0.229 (untripped case19). The
fully-turbulent DDES model on the fine grids with a maximum y+ ≈ 1 predicts a drag coefficient of 0.176,
which underestimates the drag coefficient by approximately 23%.
The reason of this discrepancy is due to the turbulent inflow condition which results in a fully-turbulent
boundary layer on the wheel surface. The experiments are performed at a transitional Reynolds number,
thus the boundary layer on the wheel surface is laminar up to the separation-induced transition area, at
approximately 120 deg azimuthal angle on the wheel tyre19. In fact, the simulations with fixed-transition
case C predict a mean drag coefficient of 0.222 (i.e., 3% difference compared with the experiment). This
case was run with two grids, generated with strategy of type Mesh II, and respectively 5.8 million cells and
19.7 million cells. The results show a difference on the mean drag coefficient of approximately 1% between
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the two grids. On the contrary, the case B shows higher variability with different meshing strategies and
sizes because of the separation bubbles on the lateral flat surfaces of the wheel with unresolved eddies, as
described in Section C.
Similar behaviours are observed for the tandem wheels, as shown in Table 1. The reference mean drag
coefficients for the case L = 1.5D and α = 0 deg are 0.082 for the front wheel and 0.336 for the rear wheel
(Spagnolo et al. 19). The standard DDES model applied in case A is not capable of predicting the untripped
experimental results, with differences on the total drag coefficient as high as 20%. They also tend to generate
non-symmetric flows at zero angle of attack. On the contrary, the DDES model with the fixed transition
of case C provides the correct mean drag and lift coefficients. Also in this case, the key element to obtain
accurate predictions is the correct simulation of the laminar part of boundary layer on the front wheel, and
the prediction of the flow transition. The two different meshing strategies are compared in Table 1. On
the full geometry, Mesh I is more accurate than Mesh II, in spite of the lower cells count and the higher
maximum y+ (see Section B), arguably because of the boundary-layer mesh in the proximity of the bodies.
The replacement of the outer boundary-layer mesh with highly-refined isotropic cells in Mesh II does not
provide the same over-all efficiency as the boundary-layer prismatic mesh of Mesh I in spite of a faster
mesh generation. Also, Mesh I has a uniform first cell-centre height that is always in the viscous sub-layer,
whilst Mesh II does not guarantee the first cell-centre height close to complex geometric features. The local
non-uniformities of the boundary-layer mesh can remarkably increase the error.
Table 1. Comparison of mean force coefficients from DDES simulations on the tandem-wheel case at Lw/Dw =
1.5 and α = 0 deg. The two adopeted meshing strategies are compared on a Mesh I of 8.4 million cells and on
a Mesh II of 14.1 million cells.
Model Mesh type CDf |CLf | CDr |CLr| CDt CDt error
Standard A Mesh I 0.109 0.163 0.352 0.151 0.461 10.3%
Mesh II 0.128 0.176 0.375 0.216 0.503 20.4%
Fixed transition B Mesh I 0.095 0.001 0.337 0.025 0.432 3.4%
Fixed transition C Mesh I 0.081 0.000 0.341 0.014 0.422 1.0%
Mesh II 0.085 0.007 0.364 0.098 0.449 7.4%
Experiment 0.082 0.002 0.336 0.024 0.418
The effect of the angle of attack is analysed in two additional simulations, respectively at α = 10 deg and
α = 20 deg, on grids of Mesh II type because this strategy generally requires a minimal effort when generating
similar grids. The grid size is between 14.1 and 15.1 million cells. As in the previously discussed simulations,
the transition is fixed on the front wheel (case C). The results for these comparisons are given in Figure 6.
The experimental trend of the drag coefficient with increasing angle of attack is correctly reproduced in the
simulations, but the discrepancy of the total drag coefficient raises from 7% to 15% on similar grids. The
lower accuracy at high angle of attack is due to the missing separation bubble on the rear wheel because the
flow on the rear wheel is fully-turbulent in the simulations, but in the experiment at high angles of attack
a laminar separation bubble can be observed also on the rear wheel. The laminar separation bubble is only
observed on the part of the rear wheel that is not immersed in the wake of the front wheel and it is the
major cause of discrepancies between the experiments and the simulations at high angles of attack. The high
accuracy of the mean drag coefficient on the front wheel also at high angle of attack confirms that most of
the error comes from the flow on the rear wheel.
2. Unsteady Forces
On the single wheel case, the RMS values from the experiments are CL,RMS = 0.005 and CD,RMS = 0.033
and the simulations give CL,RMS = 0.004 and CD,RMS = 0.019, both filtered as in the experiments (i.e.,
low-pass filtering at 30 Hz). Thus the RMS of the drag coefficient has matches better with the experiments
(errors around 20%) than the lift coefficient (more than 50% difference). Consistently, as reported in Table 2,
the drag coefficients RMS are generally better predicted for the tandem-wheel case on Mesh I in case C,
whilst the RMS of the lift coefficients show higher discrepancies. The accuracy on the RMS is lower than
the accuracy on the mean values arguably because generally the time-convergence errors are higher on the
RMS values than the mean values and because of the uncertainty of the experimental procedure19.
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Figure 6. Comparison of experiments and simulations at various angles of attack on tandem wheels, results
of simulations on Mesh II, transtition case C.
The time-convergence error on the RMS is up to 10%, estimated from the changes with respect to half
sampling time (for simulations between 0.5 s and 1 s), which indicates the need of much higher computational
resources to estimate the unsteady aerodynamic loads with accuracy comparable to the mean loads. If the
same simulations are run for a time longer than 2 s, the convergence of the unsteady data with respect to
half sampling time is in the range 1%− 5%. For instance on Mesh I with fixed transition case C, the values
for the simulation with the extended sampling time are reported in Table 2 alongside the data based on the
shorter sampling time of 1 s. As expected, there is a change in the unsteady data but the change of the mean
values for the extended-sampling simulation is within 1%, thus confirming that such a sampling time is only
needed to increase the accuracy of the unsteady data.
Table 2. Comparison of RMS of force coefficients (filtered at 30 Hz) from DDES simulations on the tandem-
wheel case at Lw/Dw = 1.5 and α = 0 deg. The two adopeted meshing strategies are compared on a Mesh I
of 8.4 million cells and on a Mesh II of 14.1 million cells.
Model Mesh type CDf ,RMS CLf ,RMS CDr,RMS CLr,RMS
Standard A Mesh I 0.014 0.019 0.024 0.037
Mesh II 0.018 0.031 0.016 0.027
Fixed transition B Mesh I 0.005 0.030 0.012 0.071
Fixed transition C Mesh I 0.005 0.022 0.011 0.080
Mesh I (extended sampling) 0.005 0.024 0.013 0.083
Mesh II 0.006 0.021 0.020 0.083
Experiment 0.005 0.036 0.012 0.058
B. Surface Pressures
The pressure coefficients Cp can be compared with the experiments considering both the mean values and the
standard deviations. The simulations with fixed transition are compared with the untripped experiments,
whilst the fully-turbulent simulations are compared with the tripped experiment.
In Figure 7, both the simulation with fixed transition case B and the untripped experiment show two
separation bubbles that are absent in the fully-turbulent simulations case A and in the tripped experiment.
The separation bubble is identified by the small blip in Cp profiles, as indicated in Figure 7. The RMS are
in good agreement too, except for the spikes at the bubble location (at 120 deg and 240 deg). The power
spectral density for two representative probes at θ = 114 deg and at θ = 180 deg on the wheel surface along
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the center-line plane in the simulations are shown in Figure 8. The probe at θ = 114 deg is mainly in the
high frequencies, whilst the contribution of the probe at θ = 180 deg is mainly due to low frequencies. In
the experiments, the high-frequency contributions could not be measured, due to the low-pass filtering effect
of the tubes of the pressure measurement system. In order to compare the experimental data with the
simulations, the simulations have to be filtered.
Various cut-off filtering frequencies were tested in the range 400 Hz− 1000 Hz, showing minor differences
(not shown here). In Figure 7 only the standard deviations filtered at 600 Hz are illustrated. The filtered
standard deviations overlap the experimental data with less discrepancies than the unfiltered data. In Fig-
ure 8 the comparison between experiments with tripped wheels and fully turbulent simulations is illustrated.
Mean profiles are in good agreement but the standard deviations are mispredicted in the downwind part of
the wheel. In this case, filtering does not improve the results.
The tandem wheels at L = 1.5Dw and α = 0 deg is analysed in Figure 10(a) (front wheel) Figure 10(b)
(rear wheel), on a grid of type Mesh I, case C. The results of the simulations are close to the experiments,
both on the front wheel and on the rear wheel. On the front wheel, the blips in the Cp profiles highlight two
separation bubbles, while on the rear wheel these features are absent. Also in this case, the filtered RMS
are in better agreement than the unfiltered in the proximity of the separation bubbles on the front wheel.
The RMS do not show improvements on the results of the rear wheel.
In Figure 11 the mean pressure coefficients are shown for three angles of attack at constant L = 1.5Dw
(Mesh II, case C) and compared with the experiments. Figure 11(a), Figure 11(c) and Figure 11(e) show
good agreement between simulations and experiments on the front wheel. The same behaviour was observed
in the analysis of the drag coefficients on the wheels at the same angles of attack (Figure 6). On the other
hand, the mean pressure coefficients on the rear wheel in Figure 11(b), Figure 11(d) and Figure 11(f) show
higher discrepancy, mainly in the downstream region and at angles of attack other than zero, on the side
where the rear wheel is not immersed in the front wheel wake.
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Figure 7. Pressure coefficients along the wheel cen-
tre line on single wheel: DDES results from case
B with fixed transition ( ) compared with un-
tripped experiments ( ). Also the filtered RMS are
reported ( ).
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Figure 8. Pressure coefficients along the wheel cen-
tre line on single wheel: DDES results from the
standard case A ( ) compared with tripped ex-
periments ( ).
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Figure 9. Power spectral density of two probes at 114 deg ( ) and 180 deg ( ) on the wheel centre line,
single wheel with fixed transition B.
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Figure 10. Pressure coefficients Cp along the wheel centre line on tandem wheels at L = 1.5Dw and α = 0 deg:
DDES with fixed transition C ( ) is compared with untripped experiments ( ). Also the filtered RMS are
reported ( ).
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Figure 11. Mean pressure coefficients along the wheel centre line on tandem wheels at L = 1.5Dw and α
respectively equal to 0 deg, 10 deg and 20 deg: DDES with fixed transition C ( ) is compared with untripped
experiments ( ).
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C. Surface Flow Features
The surface features are illustrated in Figure 12 for the single wheel with the mean skin friction coefficient
in the streamwise direction (along the x-axis). The laminar boundary layer generates a separation bubble
with a crescent-like shape on the wheel side surface. The crescent-like separation bubble (visible only in case
B and C) is located in the front part of the flat lateral surface of the wheel.
The flow is attached on the wheel surface and is laminar up to the separation bubble at approximately
120 deg. In the simulations with fixed transition B and C, the flow reattaches on the wheel surface after the
separation bubble. In the standard case A, the flow is attached for a longer distance and then separates. A
small area with negative skin friction can be observed in case A too, but it is located at higher azimuthal
angle and almost coincides with the final flow separation area.
The flow separates on the rear part of the wheel approximately in the same position for the three cases,
but the stream-line patterns in the separated area are different. Similar considerations are valid for the
surface streamlines of the tandem-wheel case (not shown), even though the flow is more complex to analyse
because of the interactions between the wheels.
Figure 12. Surface streamlines on single wheel colored by mean skin friction coefficient in streamwise direc-
tion: standard DDES model A, DDES with fixed transition at constant streamwise plane B, and DDES with
transition at constant streamwise plane and wheel lateral surface C.
D. Velocity Field
A comparison of the mean velocity field on a plane in the wake of the single wheel and the Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) data is illustrated in Figure 13, where the mean streamwise velocity from PIV is used to
validate the DDES simulations. The two-dimensional contour plot provides some qualitative information on
the wake. The wake in the single wheel case is symmetric, in all the tested DDES, as in the case illustrated
in Figure 13. On the contrary, in the case of the tandem wheels at α = 0 deg (not shown here), asymmetric
wakes are generated with the DDES case A, as in the tripped experiment.
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Figure 13. Mean streamwise velocity field for single wheel at the centreline plane: DDES with fixed transition
case C (couloured contours) and PIV from experiment (black contours with same level values).
A velocity profile on a vertical line can be extracted from the PIV plane. In Figure 14, the vertical line is
at the streamwise position corresponding to a distance Dw downstream of the wheel axle for the single-wheel
case (or the rear-wheel axle for the tandem wheels). The agreement between CFD and experiments for both
models on the single wheel case is satisfactory (Figure 14(a)) with maximum discrepancies of less than 8%
on the defect peak. The mesh used in this specific plot is of Mesh II type and the results for the single wheel
case are not sensitive to the meshing strategy among those described in this paper.
Concerning the tandem wheels L = 1.5D and α = 0 deg in Figure 14(b), the standard model A shows
discrepancies in the wake prediction for the tandem wheels and only the models with fixed transition used
in the case B (not shown) and case C are capable of reproducing the experimental PIV data. In detail,
Figure 14(b) shows the development of an asymmetric wake (in the y direction) for the tandem wheels
at zero angle of attack, as confirmed by non-zero lift coefficients in this configuration from CFD. Similar
phenomena happened with tripped experiments. For both cases, negligible differences are found between the
fixed-transition cases B and C. As previously noticed, Mesh I shows higher prediction accuracy over Mesh
II, thus the results given here are for Mesh I only.
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(b) Tandem wheels: L = 1.5D, α = 0deg
Figure 14. Mean velocity field for single and tandem wheels at distance Dw downstream of the rear wheel
centre line (or from the single wheel centre line, depending on the case): experiment ( ), standard DDES
case A ( ), and DDES with fixed-transition case C ( ).
V. Conclusions
DDES simulations were performed on a scaled model of generic landing-gear wheels in single and tandem
configurations. The aim was to develop more accurate and efficient prediction methodologies for landing- gear
aerodynamic loads. The results highlight the need of correctly modelling the flow physics in the boundary
layer in order to reproduce the experimental data. For this reason, the use of semi-structured boundary-layer
meshes is needed throughout the boundary-layer height in order to ensure the maximum efficiency, without
loss of accuracy. The main source of discrepancy is the fully-turbulent boundary layer while simulating flows
in the transitional regimes (in this case, Reynolds number ReD ≈ 5× 105). This problem can be overcome
by deactivating the turbulence model in the laminar part of the flow. The improved results obtained fixing
the transition are in good agreement with the experiments (within 1%) both for the single wheel and the
tandem wheels at zero angle of attack. Higher errors (up to 15%) are found on the tandem wheels at high
angles of attack, mainly because of the uncertainties in modelling the separation bubbles on the part of the
rear wheel that is not contained in the wake of the front wheel. In the current setup, the transition location
is determined using the experimental data. In order to exploit the simulation methodologies on transitional
cases on which no experimental data are available, more advanced means to set the transition location should
be developed. Further work on the transitional models in combination with DDES may be of interest for
various applications.
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